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V16,
commitment
to your
safety
Essential emergency light
for use in the vehicle in the
event of any incident to
improve visibility and safety.

Easy to store

Thanks to its compact size
and light weight, you can store
it anywhere in the vehicle
or take it with you wherever
you go.

Visibility to 1Km

The reflector ensures 360°
light dispersion. Perfect
visibility in low light conditions.

Total autonomy
and without cables
6 hours of autonomy. Battery
operated.

Torch mode

Allows the light to be used as a
torch. 3 hours at 100% usage.
6 hours at 50%.

Maximum safety and
efficiency

LED technology

IP54 protection

Quick and easy
activation

Emits a triple amber flash.

Thanks to the magnetic surface you
can attach the light to any metal
surface. It also has a manual hook.

Shockproof and waterproof, it
is compatible with all weather
conditions: rain, snow, wind or
fog.

Maximum convenience
when placing the light on a
fixed surface, thanks to its
quick switch-on.
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EMERGENCY LIGHT

V16

MODEL

EML-SOSE-LGT
F EAT URES
Approved by DGT. Approval number - idiada PC21020060

Visibility

360º horizontal / 8º vertical

Activation

Manual

Lamp type

LED High Intensity

LED quantity

12

Colour

Amber

Flash mode

3 flashes

Torch mode

White light. Two intensities

Batteries

3 batteries (AAA). Included

Material

PC + TPR + ABS

EMELSON reserves the right to modify models and technical data without prior notice. Information valid except for typographical or printing errors.

Dimensions

90mm x 90mm x 42mm

Weight

135gr with battery

PACKAGING
Lights / Tray

12

Lights / Box

36

Tray / Box

3

Individual packaging dimensions

150mm x 136mm x 42mm

Box dimensions

450mm x 360mm x 230mm

Individual packaging weight
Box weight 36 units
EAN

161,20gr
7,6kg
8435483835702

